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Masters on the Mountain 12

M



asters on the Mountain 12, in April 2002, was a seminal event in the
history of martial arts seminars. Our guide, Willem de Thouars, con-

ducted the expression of his life’s work by a chorus of inspired disciples and friends.
STEWART LAUPER AND DAVID AYERS AS USUAL SET
an example by making contact and impact—
expressions of communal solidarity.
Janet Gee taught us how to imbed the tiger’s
natural movement in our unconscious reaction.
Philip Sialas led us into the upside-down
apprehension of the monkey and showed that it
is possible to have unstudied response without
thought.
Keith Moffitt and Chuck Stahmann
respectively taught us the body mechanics for
knife and barehand, in the demanding logic of
kun tao silat transmitted to them by Willem
over several decades.
James Painter taught us how to find
momentum and acceleration in confined spaces
(like a prison cell) in his prison rock’n’roll, as
well as jiu jitsu without dogma.
Other teachers, like Bear Roberts (jiu jitsu)
and Frank Broadhead (Wu tai chi) rounded out
the program with movements you could take
home.
But most of all, Masters 12 was about
expanding the limits of mind and consciousness
as Willem de Thouars in an extremely rare
display revealed more about the energy
mechanics of a human in life, movement,
health and healing.
No wonder—without outside fanfare—he is
known to us as “the Magus of Denver.” There

will be a special volume added to the Masters
on the Mountain 12 video of Willem’s practical
applications of healing, and for the first time,
advanced practices of mind and breath control
uniting yin and yang. ☯
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Remember Masters 13 Oct. 19 and 20!
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